
LEGAL ADVISE

www.novogenio.com it is sponsored TLD which belongs to NOVOGENIO, S.L. 
society, with registered address at C/ Circonio, (Pol. Ind. Los Camachos), Parcela 70 B , 
30369 -, Cartagena, Murcia (España) with CIF number B-30809321, and registered at 
Mercantil Register Officer of Murcia, Volume 2480, Sheet 1, Page 63.173. 

1.Use of this Web Site:In these General Conditions we regulate the use of this Web 
Site www.novogenio.com which NOVOGENIO, S.L. made available to the user with 
the main aim to inform about our products and who we are. The using of this Web Site 
gives a User’s condition and assume the full agreed by the User of all the Conditions of 
the Web Sites’ Use in force of each user access at such Site, for that reason, the User 
must not use this Web Site if is not agreed of any condition established here.

In the same way, the User is obligated to do not use for aims or unlawful effects, the 
Web Site www.novogenio.com and the information published on it, opposite to those 
General Conditions, right detrimental or interest to third, or any kind of damage, 
useless, overload or deteriorate this Web Site or the information available or the normal 
use or the enjoyement of the Web Site for other users.

User must avoid to obtain information, messages, graphics, pictures, sound or/and 
image files, photos, software and in general, any kind of available material through the 
Web Site or the services, making for that different ways provides for us, or in general, 
as the usual provide in Internet.

2.Right to modify the Web Site, Right to restrict the access to the Web Site and the 
Right to cancel the Web’s operating activity:NOVOGENIO, S.L. reservers the right 
to make modifies anytime, without previous notice, the Web Site’s presentation or 
configuration, as well as the information, services, the actual Use Condition of the Web 
Site and any other general or particular conditions, instructions or notice resulting of the 
application. These modification will be make to improve the user services, according to 
the trend market. Likewise, NOVOGENIO, S.L. , reserves the right to cancel, suspend 
or not operating the Web Site, or restrict partial or totally the access, individual or 
collective, temporal or permanently at anytime.

3.-Cookies browsing:The NOVOGENIO, S.L. Web Site service’s lender do not use 
any kind of invisble treatments or another similar procedures when the User will 
browsing into the Web Site.

4.-Free Access and Use of the Web Site:The service provide of the Web Site by the 
User is free and do not demand previous subscription and register. Only, when the user 
wish to contact us, should be registered before. It could be possible clicking a link 
sending by email, in this case we request for your e-mail address in order to answer.

5.-Links:The Web Site could possible, in some occasions, place availble to the user 
techincal link dispositives (links, banners or buttons), directories and searching tools 
which allow the users to take access to web sites belongs and/or managed by third. 
NOVOGENIO, S.L. do not offer, not commercialized by its own or by third, the 
availables services in linked sites, do not control, exert vigilance or make aproval of 
products, services, contents, information, data, files and any other kind of material of 
this linked sites. For that, NOVOGENIO, S.L. turns down any liability according to the 
information found outside this web site and do not managed by www.novogenio.com.
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The User who wish to make a link or practise any act on or connected by the Web Site, 
requires a previous authorization by NOVOGENIO, S.L.. Any other use, transfer to 
third, communication, contains, totally or partial, spreading it is forbidden; 
NOVOGENIO, S.L. reserves the right to exert the civil and penal legally actions which 
correspond to make the fulfiment of this clause and damages’ claims.

6.- Copyright and Intelectual Property:The User recognize and accept that all rights 
of copyright and intelectual property about the Contains and/or whatever other placed 
elements (including without limit, trade marks, logos, brand names, images, graphics, 
designs, sounds, data bases, software, flow charts, appearence, “look-and-feel”, audio 
and video) belongs to NOVOGENIO, S.L. and/or to third. In neither case the access to 
the Web Site entail any kind of renounce, transmittance, licence or total and partial of 
such rights, unless both parts according the opposite.

7.- Warranties and Liability’s Exclusion.

7.1.- About Web’s operatingNOVOGENIO, S.L. do not guarantee the availaibility and 
continuity of the Web Site’s operating and in any case will not have the liability of 
damages stemed of (i) lack of availability or access to Web Site or other linked sites; (ii) 
the break in the Web Site’s operating or computer failures, telephone breakdown, 
disconnection, delays or block caused by technical faults or telephone line’s overloads, 
in the internet system or in other electric systems caused during the operating; (iii) lack 
of Web Site’s suitability for the specific needs of the Users and (iv) another damages 
caused by third by means of not authorized meddlings not belonging to NOVOGENIO, 
S.L. NOVOGENIO, S.L. do not guarantee viruses lack and other elements in the Web 
Site placed by third which could make alteration in physical or logical systems of the 
Users or in electronic documents and data files into your systems, and, in any case, do 
not will liability of any natural damages stemed by viruses appearence or another 
elements which could make alteration in physical or logical systems of the Users or in 
electronic documents and data files into your systems. NOVOGENIO, S.L. takes a sort 
of protection steps in order to protect the Web Site and the Contents of computer attacks 
by third. Although NOVOGENIO, S.L. do not guarantee that no authorized third could 
have access about the way of Web Site’s use by the User or the conditions, 
characteristcs and circumstances of which such this use is made of. In consequence, 
NOVOGENIO, S.L. will not have in any case the liability of damages stemed for that 
no authorized access.

7.2 For the use of the Web Site:NOVOGENIO, S.L. will not have the liability in any 
case of the User’s use and/or third could make into the Web Site, neither the damages 
stemed of it.

7.3 For the Contents:The Contents are sole entitlement by NOVOGENIO, S.L. and 
they providen in good faith and with the best professional quality standards. Although, 
NOVOGENIO, S.L. exclude any kind of liability for damages in any sort of nature 
which could be stemed by the lack of truth, accuaricy, excluye cualquier tipo de 
responsabilidad por los daños y perjuicios de toda naturaleza que puedan deberse a la 
falta de veracidad, exactitud, exhaustivity, and/or currently contents of the Site 
www.novogenio.com.

8.-Partial Nullity:Declaration of nullity, void or inefective of any genenal conditions 
here mentioned do not affect to the validity or effectiveness of the rest, which will be 
binding between the parts. The renounce of any parties to demand the fulfilment in a 
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certain moment of the any conditions stipulated here do not entail a general caracter’s 
renounce to fulfilment any other condition or conditions and do not establish a vested 
right by other part.

9.- Applicable Law and Jurisdiction:The Web Site’s services provide and currently 
Use Conditions of the Web Site are under by the Spanish law. For any execution 
disagreement, interpretation, fulfilment of these Conditions, or connection between the 
use and NOVOGENIO, S.L. both parts with express renounce to any other jurisdiction 
which could be correspond, they forced to the exclusive jurisdiction and competence of 
the Courts of Murcia.

10.- Privacy and confidential Policy about personal’s user data provides in a free 
way:Personal data which are provide by a free way will be including in our automated 
file, in accordance to the Data Protection Act. Registration Code Number assigned to 
this file by the General Register of Data Protection is the following: 2092090618.

The automated treatment and collection of the personal data has the aim of answer your 
queries/requests carrying out by the contact form or by e-mail.

People who treat this information will be solely the departments from NOVOGENIO, 
S.L. and collaborator entities appropriates by the fulfilment of their powers and 
corporate purpose (only access to data files under the terms of the art. 12 DPA, without 
at any case entails a data communication), as well as the public or private official states 
demanding by Law.

Every on-line form blanks with asterisc (*) are obligatory fill them in order to answer 
your query. In case that user take contact to NOVOGENIO, S.L. by means of any e-
mail links which are placed at the Web, we only need your e-mail address, the 
information you will provide to us it will be by your own decision.

In the period of time between the query apply and our answer, we guarantee the entitled 
to access, cancel, correction, user opposition rights to the personal data filed in our files. 
To that you will send your apply by means of e-mail to info@novogenio.com or to 
register postal address NOVOGENIO, S.L., C/ Circonio, (Pol. Ind. Los Camachos), 
Parcela 70B, 30369 – Cartagena, (Murcia) España.

The Web www.novogenio.com has taken natural technical and organizative needed 
ways according to the data protect safety level, legally corresponding in order to 
guarantee the safe of the treatment of personal data which made the automated file. 
Although, the used has to be aware that Internet’s security are not impregnable and is 
not totally safe about any ilegal or wrongful meddlings, which are not NOVOGENIO, 
S.L. liability, because we act with the right procedures in order to protect the data 
according to law.

The Web www.novogenio.com will make as possible as we can to update the data. 
Although, the quality liability data depends on the owner of them, so if happen any data 
modification about user’s web details they will communicate to the File Responsible, 
declining any liabiliaty in case of omit its duty about the changing notifications.
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